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Mark your calendars for the most dazzling event of the year, Milano Jewelry Week 2023, from

October 17th to 22nd!

 Now in its third edition, Milano Jewelry Week has become synonymous with the convergence of artistry,

luxury, and craftsmanship. This six-day extravaganza is set to enchant both industry insiders and

passionate jewelry aficionados alike, with an itinerary that sparkles with a kaleidoscope of events. Expect

exhibitions, presentations, workshops, engaging talks, prestigious awards ceremonies, captivating live

performances, and enchanting vernissages.
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The last edition of MJW witnessed an astonishing turnout, with 60,000 visitors drawn to the siren call of

750 exhibitors, showcasing a magnificent array of 8,000 jewels across 150 events hosted in 80 exquisite

locations. It was nothing short of a jewelry lover’s dream.

Milano Jewelry Week is not just an event; it’s an experience that permeates the very heart of Milan.

Historic buildings in the city center host collective exhibitions, while brands, goldsmiths, designers, and

jewel producers open the doors to their stores and workshops, inviting you to embark on an Experiential

Journey through the city’s enchanting streets.

Within these spaces, expect themed exhibitions, exclusive collection previews, captivating live

performances, press meetings, chic cocktail parties, and enlightening workshops. It’s an invitation to

discover the hidden gems of Milan.
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For artists, brands, and students, Milano Jewelry Week offers three distinct collective exhibitions held in

historic and significant locations across the city.

Artistar Jewels, now in its ninth edition, is a global platform showcasing contemporary jewelry to the

world. Located in the splendid Palazzo Bovara, this exhibition boasts over 200 international artists,

showcasing more than 850 creations from 40 countries.

Galdus School is the stage for an event dedicated to schools and academies, where budding talents from

around the world display their jewelry creations. Participants are automatically entered into the Talent

Show Contest, a gateway to recognition and success in the world of jewelry.

The Jewelry Hub, held in the historic La Pelota building in the artistic Brera district, is an exclusive platform

for brands worldwide to unveil their latest creations, each one carrying its unique narrative and identity.

It’s the only event in Milan where collectors, buyers, and enthusiasts can meet the most innovative

international jewelry producers and designers.

Milano Jewelry Week offers a golden opportunity for brands and projects to gain international exposure

before a targeted and discerning audience hungry for new propositions. It’s a chance to expand networks,

share expertise, establish relationships with potential clients, explore new markets, and strengthen brand

identity.

The event culminates in the prestigious MJW Awarding Night, where industry experts reveal the winners of

coveted awards.
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To become a part of this glamorous celebration, artists, and brands can submit their applications on the

official website: www.milanojewelryweek.com. The application process includes personal data, contacts,


and photos of the creations they wish to showcase.

A Tapestry of Excellence

Milano Jewelry Week encompasses over 100 exhibitions and events, each tailored to specific jewelry

categories. Selectors curate the most suitable locations and events for participants in categories such as

High Jewelry, Fine Jewelry, Brands, Contemporary Jewels, Artist’s Jewelry, Fashion Jewelry, Vintage Jewelry,

and Watches.

All events during Milano Jewelry Week are open to the public, and registration is simple. Some events, at

the discretion of the organizers, may require the purchase of tickets.

Stay tuned for the complete calendar with all the events scheduled from 17 to 22 October 2023,

available in the coming months.

 




